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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from James Hogg, the Ettrick
Shepherd The following speeches were delivered on the occasion of the unveiling of the Memorial
erected to commemorate the birthplace of James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd. The brief sketch of
his life is appended mainly for the benefit of those who may not have had an opportunity of
reading Thomson s Life of the Poet, or Mrs Garden s Memorials of her Father. The publisher
acknowledges his indebtedness to George Lewis Co. for the excellent report of the proceedings
published in the Southern Reporter, and to Nicholas Dickson, Esq., editor of the Border Magazine,
for some of the illustrations. It may be interesting to note that the chair occupied by Lord Napier on
the occasion of the unveiling of the monument was one of the Ettrick Shepherd s, and was lent by
Mr Thomos Amos, Yarrow, whose mother was for a number of years a servant of Hogg. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
This book is a reproduction of...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski-- O llie Powlowski

A whole new e book with a brand new perspective. Indeed, it is enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ebba  Hilll--  Ebba  Hilll
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